Run 2091 - 08 April 2017
Scribe Report - by Aileen (Crabby Pussy) D.
Run 2091 - 8 April, 2017
Venue: Pangsun
Hare: Khor Seok Nee
Co-Hares: JP Race, Guillaume Bosc, Faridah
A beautiful scenic run through kampungs and little waterfalls and streams in Sg Lopa Valley, Pangsun.
About 8 to 10km long. The checks were far apart, therefore hard in keeping the pack together.
Had to drive through heavy downpour on the way to the run site and my passengers were a little
apprehensive of what to expect especially when they could see in the distance the looming hills. They were
probably saying a little prayer for the rain to stop and it did!
Anyway, the run started off from the run site into an uphill trail which was pretty much single file at first, but
then onto the tarmac where the front runners took off... the kiasu lot as always! Can't remember how many
checks were there, probably 4, as they were too far apart but it was a pretty scenic trail and route amongst
lush greenery set by the hares. We almost gatecrashed a kampung wedding of a former AirAsia stewardess I
learned later in the evening.
We ran through some pretty orchards and resorts, soaked in the cool river with a natural jacuzzi washing the
mud off our shoes! Even the walkers found it easy to go around and they were all back in good time! While
many of the runners decided to stay on the road back to the run site, some of us followed the trail up the hill
again to the run site. Must have been about a hundred runners who all had a good time and enjoyed the cool
clean air of the evening.
Circle started around 7.15 with the guests up first. With a couple of charges for some on ice, the camaraderie
carried on and got us all to the restaurant around 8.15pm. Chaos as usual, but the good restaurant having
served us before were quick to adjust and cater for all. Food was good and the run judged a t-shirt run. A
couple of charges aimed at our guests who very sportingly joined in - one to recall was the three big blokes
sharing a small bottle of mineral water for shower!!! Only a Yorkie would do that!
All in all great run, good food, and thanks to Seok Nee, JP and Guillame. The hard core then moved on to
On On On @ Backyard.
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